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Resource 
Liquidity



Resource Reallocation and 
Maximization

"In 2020, PBB was further incorporated into the budget process. The economic 
circumstances caused by the COVID-19 pandemic presented numerous budget 
challenges, but the City was fortunate to already have the PBB data available to help 
make difficult budget decisions. For the 2021 budget program review, department 
directors were tasked with evaluating their programs for opportunities to free up 
resources city-wide in order to preserve the city’s most critical services. To assist with 
this task, directors were provided with an essential services review, results alignment 
scores, policy questions and personnel allocations from the PBB system. The 
opportunities defined in the PBB Blueprint were made the primary means of 
justifying budget changes and requests by departments.”

- City Manager, Mark Relph
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Baseline
•Organization change
• Council change

• Budget challenges
•Need to build trust
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Leadership 
Framework
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Our Approach
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Year 1: 2018
From Tears to Tacos

•Getting Started
•All-Stars
•Acknowledging Emotions
• Persevering
• Celebrating
•Neighboring City Match Up
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Year 2: 2019
From “We’ll Start Small” to “Woah, Nelly!”
• Pick 3 Program Review
• Building on the Data
• Building our Team
• Regular Council Updates
• Budget Highlights
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First Program 
Evaluations

• Safe 
• Supported
• Clear
• Achievable
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Budget Highlights

• Council decision making aid
• Simple – single page
• Intentionally not by department
• Connected to Vision
• Focused on service levels
• Identified what success was
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Year 3: 2020
From Comfort to Chaos

• Incorporating Envision Littleton
• COVID
• Budget
• Building into the Culture
• Use in Re-Organization
• Use in council Communications
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COVID-19

How do you make difficult decisions? 
With data.

•Analyzed the data and opportunities
•Utilized Boise, Idaho’s essential services review
• Looked for programmatic overlaps
•Used in Early Retirement Program analysis, service 

reduction, and reallocations
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Informed Budget 
Decisions

• Tied to all material 
requests
• Continued Budget 

Highlights
• Summary Table
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Cultural Change

This is not a change to the budget process; 
it is a change of culture.

• In 2020 PBB became part of our vocabulary
• Regularly referenced in council communications
• Regularly used to support decisions
• Incorporated into Leadership Retreat
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ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY

• Get ready to chat!

• If you are in a group, take a moment to talk with each other 
about each item

• If you are on your own, take a moment to think about each 
item

• Add your insights and responses to the chat
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Spot the Fake

• The city offers all but one of these programs:
• Local History & Genealogy
• Pancake Breakfast
• Pea Patch
• Sheep to Shawl
• Tree Planting & Sales
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What are your Top Five Programs?

• Communications:
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What are your Top Five Programs?

• Public Works:
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What are your Top Five Programs?

•Museum:
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What is your mix? 
Internal or External Service 

Provider? What is your mix? 

• Communications

• Finance 
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Year 4: 2021
“Staying the Course”

This means:
• Continuing the implement the Leadership Framework
• Continuing the journey to data-driven decision making
• Continuing to build and use Priority Based Budgeting
• Continuing to be flexible and adaptable
• Continuing to break down silos and build connections
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Tips
•MUST HAVES:
• Support from the top
• Engagement across the org. from a variety of levels

•Other keys for us:
• Start reasonably and meaningfully
• Celebrate
• Be agile – local government is dynamic
• Keep it up

•Wish we had:
• A connection to our organizational values
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Communication, Accessibility 
and Accountability

"Council mentioned many times throughout the process 
how they really appreciated the budget document. For the 
most part, Council’s discussion revolved around the 
programs and not the line item details- this is what we 
really wanted to accomplish this year.”

- Budget Manager, Shannon Andruchow



Resource Reallocation and 
Maximization

"In 2020, PBB was further incorporated into the budget process. The economic 
circumstances caused by the COVID-19 pandemic presented numerous budget 
challenges, but the City was fortunate to already have the PBB data available to help 
make difficult budget decisions. For the 2021 budget program review, department 
directors were tasked with evaluating their programs for opportunities to free up 
resources city-wide in order to preserve the city’s most critical services. To assist with 
this task, directors were provided with an essential services review, results alignment 
scores, policy questions and personnel allocations from the PBB system. The 
opportunities defined in the PBB Blueprint were made the primary means of 
justifying budget changes and requests by departments.”

- City Manager, Mark Relph



Resource Reallocation and 
Maximization



Fuel Resources Towards the 
Results of Tomorrow



Funding Climate 
Action in 
Pittsburgh PA:

1. The Problem: the City has a clear 
goal for climate action, but prioritizing 
resources to fund the plan is very 
difficult

2. Solution: through a program 
prioritization process, the City can 
create  resource reallocation and 
revenue generating opportunities

3. Progress: ~200 ideas, >$41m   
($23m reallocation, $18m revenue)

4. What’s Next: evaluating insights, 
execution, further insight work, 
applying PBB for budget process, etc



Leverage All of your 
Community’s Resources

Coming soon, in 2021...



Tips
•MUST HAVES:
• Support from the top
• Engagement across the org. from a variety of levels

•Other keys for us:
• Start reasonably and meaningfully
• Celebrate
• Be agile – local government is dynamic
• Keep it up

•Wish we had:
• A connection to our organizational values
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Contact Info

• Samma Fox

• Chris Fabian
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